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 Founded in year 2000, Torun is a subcontracting company of hot forged & machined 
brass items as per customer drawings.

 Being a subcontractor without any standard product range, our team is dedicated 
to meet the challenges of continuously increasing product range coming from different 
sectors, among others, sanitary, cooling & heating systems, automotive, security, medical 
appliances, fluid control, testing equipment etc.

 Torun is an export-oriented company and almost all parts are delivered to Europe 
and USA, to well-known global players of each sector.

WHO WE ARE
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MISSION

In the spirit of International Management System, 
producing such high functional parts that satisfy 
our global potential customers, with a such 
convenient price that will provide our customers 
a chance of competition area in their markets, 
without any harm to the environment and humans, 
with timely delivery.

VISION

To become world leader supplier in converting 
ideas into products in metal sector.
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ENGINEERING
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Starting makes half of the business.

Therefore, at the beginning all technical points should be 
discussed not only to identify unclear points but also to obtain all 
insight about the part in order to be able to come up with smart 
ideas increasing cost-effectiveness.

Thus, sampling stage plays a crucial role in the life of the part.

In order to reduce total cost and increase production efficiency, 
we add our experience and engineering skills to technical designs, 
this is one of the most important objectives.

All technical desks in Torun come together in order to make 
thorough analysis of each part and they work in harmony to sort 
out any inter-disciplinary issues in advance.

It is not a surprise that they will come up with proposals for cost-
effectiveness of your part.

ENGINEERING
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FORGING DIE MANIFACTURING

Our die shop is self-sufficient with wide range of machinery and equipment, producing all dies and 
fixtures we need in production.

We use vertical CNC Machining centers and Wire Cutting Machine that can work on hardened steel at 
high speed. Our stock covers dies sets from different type of steels to meet every need and for urgent 
cases hardened steel die sets.

Design of the tool is accomplished in CAD system and automatically converted to CAM program, 
which is then fed into the CNC Machining Centers.

Thus, replacement time for a die is quite short as raw material and CAM is already available at all 
times.

All maintenance and sparing for forging dies is carried out in Torun for a non-interrupted production.
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CUTTING TOOL MANUFACTURING
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CUTTING TOOL MANUFACTURING

When raw parts come to machining line, cutting tools should be ready free of doubts.

That is where our cutting tool shop guarantees planned production realizes on time.

As we do our own cutting tools, we have full control over the quality with state-of-the-art technology 
CNC machines.

In that respect, our machining shop always has confidence and feels the support of tool shop.
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HOT FORGING
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HOT FORGING

In press shop, there is wide range of robotic, automated line presses with different tonnages in order 
to sustain cost-optimization for various parts with different weights and shapes.

With temperature-controlled induction furnaces, billets are homogenously heated and the forged 
parts are guaranteed to have sustained quality throughout stabilized forging process.

Forging with or without cores are both available solutions depending on your part.

Our engineers in forging, machining and tool shops gather, for each project, to decide on the best 
solution for each part.
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MACHINING
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MACHINING

As we are giving dedicated service for each client, our machining shop is shaped to meet different 
needs with a variety of machinery; Transfers, CNC Machining Centers, CNC Lathes.

Thanks to this variety, a wide range of complexity and quantity is covered in production.

By force of our latest generation machine park, the most appropriate production method can be 
selected.

Our engineers are given full responsibility to follow the latest technology and are encouraged to visit 
machinery fairs and builders.

Using up-to-date technology and automation is essential to keep up with latest needs in the market.
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PRODUCTS
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PRODUCTS

The sectors we serve have a wide span.

It ranges from industrial cleaning to heating, from security to flow control, from sanitary to automotive…
Almost any product in brass is within our production range.

We also invest on behalf of our clients for specific projects in order to provide highest cost-
effectiveness.

The number of products increases week by week, based on intake of new projects every week on a 
continuous basis, thanks to gratitude of performance by our global customer portfolio.
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Torun is able to produce complex parts requiring 
different axis

Turning parts directly from round or hexagon/
octagonal rods are available
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Being able to machine from 
special profiles

You can have raw parts at Torun
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QUALITY

Quality Department in Torun is well-equipped with various 
sophisticated equipment including CMMs.

We know that quality is not only a controlling process but also 
a value produced.

To this end, we have quality stations all around production 
area in every corner.

According to our works and ISO directives, we adopt continuous 
improvement through Kaizen studies in all processes.

Thanks to sophisticated and rich variety of measurement 
devices, measurement reports and records are stored 
electronically ensuring full traceability.

Quality is monitored at all times not only by assigned inspectors 
but also all units involved throughout whole production.

In short, quality is to be produced during production process 
rather than controlled.
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METALLURGY LABORATORY
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METALLURGY LABORATORY

 Our Quality Laboratory is working always in contact with Quality Office where the data 
transmission is realized by the responsible staffs. In this Laboratory, all required devices are 
available and actively used.

 Apart from dimensional checks, Metallurgy Lab is letting us to go into details of ma-
terial structure. With the machines leading the latest technology, it is possible to do chemical 
analysis, alpha – beta tests on materials and reach the results in the fastest way, with no need 
of external lab.



METALLURGY LABORATORY
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METALLURGY LABORATORY

Our well equipped laboratory is consisted of the following machines;

Optical Emission Spectrometer: We can analyze 18 different elements in brass.

Bakalite Machine: By getting the sample into the Bakelite, we can apply polishing operation to 
get smoother surfaces.

Cutting Machine: Samples are prepared by being cut as required sizes. 

Polishing and Grinding Machine: Better surfaces are achieved by this operation.

Water Bath: As per the related standard, samples are taken in to the special solution during 24 
hours, then analyzing begins with microscope. 

Crematorium: To move faster on sample preparation, a quicker annealing is performed by the 
help of this smart furnace.

Fume Cupboard: Hazardous gases within the prepared solutions are vacuumed. 

Metal Microscope: After all actions are taken, the microstructure analyze is performed by the 
microscope. 
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LOGISTICS

 Torun Bakir is a dynamic company driven by customer satisfaction by using a developing 
logistical supply chain. We strive to provide our customers with a tailor made service that adds value 
not only to their logistical performance but to their overall company performance. 

 Our approach is to be align all the aspects of the logistical chain to the requirements and needs 
of the customer, in order to promote effectiveness. 

 Our goal is to provide a cost effective logistical solution based on a management model which 
has all inclusive solutions with all possible external involvement in the process such as bounded / 
regular warehouses, consignment stock / use & pay model.

 We would like to be in a vision that we look from the customers’ perspectives in developing 
tailor made transport systems, thus reducing the costs for customers while providing superior service 
and reliability.
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EXHIBITIONS

You can find us at:

•	 AHR EXPO (USA) in January

•	 ISH Frankfurt (DE) in March

•	 Hannover Messe in Hannover (DE) in April

•	 Midest in Paris (FR) in November

•	 Elmia in Jönköping (SE) in November
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TORUN BAKIR ALAŞIMLARI
METAL SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.

Adress : GOSB İhsan Dede Cad. No:116 
    41480 Gebze/Kocaeli TÜRKİYE
Tel  :  +90 262 677 15 00
Fax   :  +90 262 677 15 15
       
For RFQs  : inquiry@torunmetal.com
For H.R.    : ik@torunmetal.com
       
       
TORUN METAL GmbH

Adress :  Leitzstraße 45 D-70469 
     Stuttgart GERMANY
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